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Jacob Blakesley 
 
Tony Harrison the translator: ‘Life’s a performance. Either join in / lightheartedly, or 
thole the pain’1 
 

 Tony Harrison is the foremost poet-playwright of modern England. As critics 

have said, he is ‘a titaὀ amὁὀg pὁets’2, who has ‘chaὀged the eὀtire landscape of 

ἐritish pὁetry’3έ While ώarrisὁὀ’s work has been studied extensively,4 there exists no 

comprehensive overview of his translation practice and ideology. For too long, his 

translation activity has not been seen as a vital, integral part of his oeuvre. He is not 

simply a British poet, but a poet who has actively engaged with poets and writers 

from numerous literary and cultural traditions worldwide, with a geographic and 

chronological breadth that has not been adequately accounted for by scholars. This 

essay will argue for the importance of translation in his poetic career and will show 

how his primarily domesticating method of translation is influenced by his poetics 

and ideology. In order to keep the focus on his written translations, I will concentrate 

solely on his interlingual translations: Aeschylus, Aristophanes, Euripides, Martial, 

Palladas, and Racine, not his intersemiotic translations like Prometheus.5  

                                                 
1 This work was supported by a Leverhulme Trust Early Career Fellowship. I would 
like to thank the following people for advice with this essay: Rachel Bower, Odin 
Dekkers, Stella Sacchini, Chiara Sbordoni, and an anonymous reader at English 
Studies. 
2 ἐὁyd Tὁὀkiὀ, ‘Selected Poems, By Tony Harrison’, The Independent, 8 February 
2013. Accessed at http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-
entertainment/books/reviews/selected-poems-by-tony-harrison-8485447.html. 
3 Don Paterson, book cover, Tony Harrison, Collected Poems (London: Penguin, 
2016). 
4 Sandie Byrne, H, v., & O: the poetry of Tony Harrison (Manchester: University of 
Manchester Press, 1995); Christine Regan, The Rimbaud of Leeds: the political 
character of Tony Harrison's poetry (Amherst: Cambria Press, 2016); Antony 
Rowland, Tony Harrison and the Holocaust (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 
2001); Luke Spencer, The Poetry of Tony Harrison (New York: Harvester 
Wheatsheaf, 1994). 
5 I will also not be addressing his intralingual translations like that of the English 
Mysteries.  
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 Harrison is a poet of Northern England, class-conscious, socialist, with a deep 

classical background both in English poetry as well as the Greek and Roman classics. 

Although he experiments with all types of literary genres, he is explicit about his 

conviction that whether he writes lyric poetry or theatrical works, translations, libretti, 

or television screeὀplays, ‘ἢὁetry is all I write’έ6 His poetic inspiration stems, as he 

said in an interview, from newsreel footage of concentration camps in 1945. He was 

unable to fathom ‘how you could measure even simple pleasures against such images 

- when the violent events of history seem tὁ caὀcel ὁut jὁy aὀd meaὀiὀg’έ7 To deal 

with this trauma, he most often uses formal verse, whether in his translations or his 

original compositions. Indeed, he is emphatically not a free verse poet, and it is 

precisely the formal strictures of rhyme and meter that propel his poems. His poetry 

and drama, whether his original works or translations, are based on a symbiosis of 

modern content with traditional form. Iὀ ώarrisὁὀ’s case, it is well-known that his 

education in Leeds and his political activism have shaped his original compositions. 

However, this essay will show hὁw ώarrisὁὀ’s pὁlitical staὀce aὀd his σὁrtherὀ 

English education have shaped his very approach to translation, and, in doing so, will 

suggest more broadly that translations need to be properly considered in evaluating 

the career of poets.    

 Before beginning to discuss his translations, it is necessary to understand 

ώarrisὁὀ’s position within the panorama of modern poet-translators. Tony Harrison is 

obviously far from the sole English poet-translator. A whole contingent of 20th and 

21st century English-language poets – and European poets in general – are 

distinguished literary translators, even if critics have been notoriously slow in 

                                                 
6 Tony Harrison, in Bloodaxe Critical Anthologies 1: Tony Harrison, ed. Neil Astley 
(Newcastle: Bloodaxe Books, 1991) 9. 
7 εaya Jaggi, ‘ἐeats ὁf the heart’, Guardian 31 March 2007: 
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2007/mar/31/poetry.tonyharrison. 
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addressing this fact.8 The practice of translation among English poet-translators 

should be clearly differentiated: some English-language poets translated only one 

isolated book, like T. Sέ Eliὁt, whὁ traὀslated St Jὁhὀ ἢerse’s Anabasis, while other 

English-language poets translated numerous works. One can think of poets like Ezra 

Pound, Kenneth Rexroth, W. S. Merwin, C. H. Sisson, and Charles Tomlinson, who 

specialised in translating poetry. Meanwhile a substantial number of poet-translators, 

like Harrison, translated classical theatrical works, in addition to poetry: one can think 

of Seamus Heaney, Ted Hughes, Liz Lochhead, Robert Lowell, Louis MacNeice, 

Derek Mahon, Paul Muldoon, and W. B. Yeats.  

 Likewise, as with some other European poet-translators, such as the Italian 

Giovanni Giudici, translation clearly sparked ώarrisὁὀ’s ὁwὀ poetic career, in this 

case his translations of plays by Aristophanes, Molière, and Racine; and his poetry 

translations of Palladas and Martial. Indeed, Harrison wrote at one point to his fellow 

poet Jon Silkin that he was optimistic that his translation work would aid in 

composing original verse.9 So, as Harrison said, ‘I learὀt all the metres by imitation; it 

gives you a structure from which to venture out, like being on a trapeze but having a 

wire tὁ catch yὁu if yὁu fall’.10 In what follows, rather than adopting a chronological 

approach in what follows, this essay will deal with ώarrisὁὀ’s translations by genre, 

since his translation strategy and techniques depend on whether he is translating 

poetry, comedy, or tragedy.  

 ώarrisὁὀ’s sὁle bὁὁks ὁf pὁetry traὀslatiὁὀ are thὁse ὁf the classical poets 

Palladas and Martial. In 1975, Harrison published his translation of Palladas, the 4th 

                                                 
8 Jacὁb ἐlakesley, ‘Examining Modern European Poet-Traὀslatὁrs “Distaὀtly”’, 
Translation and Literature 25:1 (2016): 10-27. 
9 For copyright reasons, this cannot be quoted directly. His papers are available in the 
archives of the University of Leeds Brotherton Library Special Collections. Letter to 
Jon Silkin: 10 May 1964. 
10 εaya Jaggi, ‘ἐeats ὁf the heart’, uὀpagiὀatedέ 
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century A.Dέ ἕreek authὁr whὁm he called ‘the last pὁet ὁf ἢagaὀism’, a pὁet whὁ 

expressed ‘cὁsmic derisiὁὀ like aὀ ὁrchestrated death-rattle’.11 In these epigrams, 

Harrison, a graduate in classics, refashions Palladas for a contemporary ear, with 

vulgar slang (e.g., spunk) and some Northern syὀtax aὀd dialect, such as ’s fὁr ‘is’ 

and dialect words like ‘thὁle’, as iὀ ‘δife’s a perfὁrmaὀceέ Either jὁiὀ iὀ ή 

lightheartedly, ὁr thὁle the paiὀ’, aὀd ‘fash’, eέgέ, ‘Dὁὀ’t fash yὁurself, maὀ! Dὁὀ’t 

cὁmplaiὀ’έ12 The following is an example of hὁw ώarrisὁὀ traὀslates ἢalladas’ sὁ-

called ‘Desceὀt ὁf εaὀ’μ 

 Thiὀk ὁf yὁur cὁὀceptiὁὀ, yὁu’ll sὁὁὀ fὁrget 
 what Plato puffs you up with, all that 
 ‘immὁrtality’ aὀd ‘diviὀe life’ stuff. 
 
 Man, why dost thou think of Heaven? Nay 
 Consider thine origins in common clay 
 
 ’s ὁὀe way ὁf puttiὀg it but ὀὁt bluὀt eὀὁughέ 
 
 Think of your father, sweating, drooling, drunk, 
 You, his spark of lust, his spurt of spunk. 
 
ἢalladas’ ὁrigiὀal ἕreek reads: 
 
 靭ち たち切たさち, 甚ちしとのヾi, そ赤く素な, 成 ヾgk切と ji k接 ヾてす蒼ち 
 帥jヾiすとiち, ヾg窃j素 k蘇な たiけgそてlとてj窃ちさなέ 
 刃そそ礎 成 ぃそ赤kのち jて拙 k漕lてち 性ちiすと説jjのち 厨ち蹟lにjiち, 
 刃し赤ちgk折ち ji そ蹟けのち せg拙 lにk摂ち て盛と赤ちすてちέ 
 厨せ ヾさそて漕 け蹟けてちgな┳ k接 lとてちi宋な た蹟けgν kて漕kて た跡ち て西kのな 
 i寸ヾ礎 甚ち kすな, せてjた蒼ち ヾそ赤jたgkす jiたちてk蹟と荘. 
 i菅 h跡 そ折けてち こさki宋な k摂ち 刃そさしすち折ち, 厨つ 刃せてそ赤jkてに 
 そgけちi接gな け蹟けてちgな せg拙 たすgと塑な 槽gち接hてなέ13 
 
 [my gloss: If you remember, man, how your father 
 engendered you, you would cease from pride. 
 But dreaming Plato implanted conceit in you, 
 calling you an immortal and heavenly plant. 

                                                 
11 Tὁὀy ώarrisὁὀ, ‘ἢreface tὁ Palladas: Poems’, Bloodaxe Critical Anthologies: Tony 
Harrison, ed. Neil Astley (Newcastle: Bloodaxe Books, 1991), 134. 
12 Tony Harrison, Collected Poems (London: Penguin, 2016), 99. 
13 The Greek Anthology, Volume IV: Book 10: The Hortatory and Admonitory 
Epigrams, ed. and trans. W. R. Paton (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1918), 
24. 
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 You came from the earth: why do you think of greatness? This is how 
 sὁmeὁὀe speaks whὁ’s embellishiὀg a sὁlemὀ fictiὁὀέ  
  If you seek the truth, you were born from  
 licentious lust and a dirty drop.] 
  
 Palladas wrote in elegiac couplets, a long hexameter followed by a shorter 

pentameter. Harrison, however, adds rhyme and breaks up the structure of the poem 

iὀtὁ fὁur partsμ the resultiὀg fὁrm is ‘ὁrgaὀic’, accὁrdiὀg tὁ James Sέ ώὁlmes’ 

translation taxonomy, insofar as it neither mimics the formal structure of the original 

Greek nor adopts a prestigious English form. Moreover, Harrison significantly 

transforms the paternal figure in the poem. As Gordon Braden has pointed out, ‘the 

sweat, the drool, and the blood alcohol level are in the Swiftian spirit of things, and 

eὀtirely plausible, but they are ώarrisὁὀ’s cὁὀtributiὁὀ’έ14 The unpleasant participles, 

sweating and drooling cὁme tὁ a halt iὀ the hard ‘k’ ὀὁise ὁf druὀk and spunk. Indeed, 

the alliteration in the final line – spark, spurt, spunk – is perhaps a conscious attempt 

at reflecting the assonance in the last line of the Greek text, そgけちi接gな け蹟けてちgな たすgと塑な. 

But beyond these changes, we note most importantly Harrison adding a Christian 

concept (Heaven) to a pagan poem. What ώarrisὁὀ traὀslates as ‘ώeaveὀ’ is strictly 

speaking absent from the Greek; Palladas refers only to k接 lとてちi宋な た蹟けg, which 

dὁesὀ’t imply this. In the previὁus liὀe, ἢalladas quὁtes ἢlatὁ’s Timaeus, referring to 

the philὁsὁpher’s definition of man as a heavenly (て盛と赤ちすてち) plant, but て盛と赤ちすてち does 

not refer to an anachronistic Christian Heaven.15 Yet the fact is that Palladas lived in 

interesting times, in 4th century AD Alexandria,16 and was certainly aware of 

contemporary theological debates. Moreover, as schὁlars have argued, there is ‘ὀὁt a 

                                                 
14 ἕὁrdὁὀ ἐradeὀ, ‘Epic χὀὀὁyaὀce, ώὁmer tὁ ἢalladas’, Ariel 24.1 (2016): 105. 
15 Gordon ἐradeὀ, ‘Epic χὀὀὁyaὀce, ώὁmer tὁ ἢalladas’, ΰίηέ 
16 ἔὁr ὁur purpὁses, it dὁesὀ’t matter whether ἢalladas died ὀear the end of the 4th 
century, as conventionally thought, or whether he died in the first half of the 4th 
century, as more recent scholars have maintained.  
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scrap of evidence to suggest eveὀ ὀὁmiὀal adhereὀce tὁ the ἕalileaὀs’έ17 So in spirit, 

agaiὀ, ώarrisὁὀ’s additiὁὀ is plausibleέ And, not coincidentally, ἢalladas’ wὁrldview 

coheres with ώarrisὁὀ’s ὁwὀ secular beliefέ In short, it is a domesticating translation, 

based ὁὀ δawreὀce Veὀuti’s dichὁtὁmy, fὁr a few reasὁὀsέ The original Greek form 

(the unrhymed hexameter and pentameter meter) is not kept in translation, and is 

instead substituted by scattered rhyme and a lack of a fixed meter in English. There 

are crucial religious connotations in the translation not in the Greek. And then 

Harrison adds new imagery as well, namely the embellished paternal figure. 

  In 1981, during a stay in the USA, Harrison translated Martial, another 

ancient pessimist, and Harrison aptly called his version US Martial. We can see the 

American tint to some of these translations very clearly in this epigram: 

Tony Harrison: 
 
  Not Afro - not crewcut 
  & no way out new cut 
  but something betwixt and between. 
 
  Avoid looking too hippy 
  Or boondocks Mississippi 
  & try if you can to keep clean. 
 
  Shave so close but no closer 
  No eau-de-mimosa, 
  Be macho, not mucho, enough. 
 
  I’m a little bit wary 
  of hirsute or hairy 
  Τ yὁur sὁrt ὁf chestrug’s sὁ rὁugh— 
 
  EVERYWώERE’S 
  Just a jungle of hairs 
  Your legs, your back, your behind, 
 
  But one place nothing sprouts 
  χs all grὁwth’s beeὀ plucked ὁut ’s, 
  Mr REDNECK, your mind! 

                                                 
17 ἐarry ἐaldwiὀ, ‘ἢalladas ὁf χlexaὀdriaμ a pὁet betweeὀ twὁ worlds’, L'antiquité 
classique 54:1 (1985): 270.  
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This is Martial’s δatiὀ: 
 

Flectere te nolim, sed nec turbare capillos;  
  Splendida sit nolo, sordida nolo cutis;  
  Nec tibi mitrarum nec sit tibi barba reorum:  
  Nolo virum nimium, Pannyche, nolo parum.  
  Nunc sunt crura pilis et sunt tibi pectora saetis  
  Horrida, sed mens est, Pannyche, volsa tibi.18 
 
  [I dὁὀ’t waὀt yὁu tὁ curl, ὁr disὁrder yὁur hairν 
  I dὁὀ’t waὀt yὁur skiὀ tὁ be shiὀy ὁr dirtyν 
  ἡr that yὁu wear a haὀdbaὀd ὁr a defeὀdaὀt’s beardμ 
  I dὁὀ’t waὀt tὁὁ much a maὀ, ὁr tὁὁ littleέ 
  Now your legs are rough with hair and your chest 
  With bristles, but your mind, Pannychus, is plucked.] 
 
 Harrison has expanded the 3 elegiac couplets into 6 rhyming tercets, again 

turning unrhymed verse into rhymed verse. Martial is here criticising his friend 

Pannychus for his effeminate looks. Harrison turns this to a cultural and political 

critique, elimiὀatiὀg the prὁper ὀame aὀd substitutiὀg it with the geὀeric ‘Redὀeck’, 

aὀ igὀὁraὀt Sὁutherὀ cὁὀservativeέ This fits iὀ with ώarrisὁὀ’s ὁwὀ left-wing politics 

– and this was, after all, translated during the heyday of Reagan. It should be said, 

however, that quite a few translated epigrams dὁὀ’t refer tὁ χmerica at all. A typical 

Harrison translation is that of 2.73, addressed to a Greek prostitute. This epigram is 

actually quite idiosyncratic in Latin, because it is only one verse, whereas most of 

εartial’s epigrams are at least twὁέ The δatiὀ ruὀs as fὁllὁwsμ ‘Quid faciat volt scire 

δyrisμ quὁd sὁbriaμ fellat’.19 [Lyris wants to know what she is doing. She is 

performing oral sex.] Martial has fitted a lot of material into eight concise words. In 

contrast, ώarrisὁὀ’s English translation contains more than three times as many 

words:  

  What’mmmIdὁiὀ’Ἅ slurs δyris, feigὀiὀg shὁckέ 

                                                 
18 Martial. Epigrams: Book two, ed. and trans. Craig Arthur Williams (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2004), 133-134. 
19 Martial, Epigrams, 231.  
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  I’ll tell yὁu what yὁu’re dὁiὀgμ YἡU 
  Are doing what you always do, 
  Eveὀ wheὀ yὁu’re sὁber   SUἑKIσἕ ἑἡἑK! 
 
This translation shows Harrison having fun with mixing up capital letters, but also 

demonstrates how the technique of capitalization can contribute to a specific 

translation strategy.20 In a technical sense, Harrison expands this single verse into four 

verses, slotted over two stanzas, with significant enjambment, and sonorous rhyme. 

ώarrisὁὀ’s ὁverall treatmeὀt ὁf pὁetry iὀ traὀslatiὁὀ thus reflects a dὁmesticatiὀg 

approach, bringing the texts closer to the English-language reader, and fitting them 

into a structure more easily identified as poetry, namely with the use of abundant 

rhyme absent from the Greek and Latin originals. Thus far, then, it is clear that 

ώarrisὁὀ’s traὀslatiὁὀ techὀiques are resὁlutely abὁut briὀgiὀg the text tὁwards the 

reader, iὀ ἔriedrich Schleiermacher’s termsέ  

 Harrison would use these same techniques in his theatrical translations, to 

varying degrees. However, there is one specific issue differentiating the two genres of 

translation: the fact that plays are staged, and therefore the question of performativity. 

Since plays are performed by a group of people, theatrical translation should involve 

more than one translator simply working alone, but different participants carrying out 

different roles. As Lorna Hardwick has argued, 

 translation to the stage involves a further process in which the roles of the 
 theatre practitioners—director, designer, lighting designer, actors, musicians, 
 choreographer—are equally important alongside that of the translator.21 
 

                                                 
20 The translation scholar Clive Scott has explored this in depth: see, for example, 
Clive Scott, Literary Translation and the rediscovery of reading (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2012). 
21 δὁrὀa ώardwick, ‘Traὀslatiὀg ἕreek plays fὁr the theatre tὁday’, Target 25:3 
(2013): 322. 
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Indeed, Harrison would be intimately involved with the productions of his plays, 

unlike the vast majority of poet-translators who translate theatrical texts alone and do 

not collaborate on them any further. 

 This section will first address translated comedies and then translated 

tragedies. ώarrisὁὀ’s first foray into translation preceded his poetry translations: it 

was his 1965 rendering of χristὁphaὀes’ comic play Lysistrata, written during his 

time in Nigeria, when he taught at Ahmadu Bello University in Zaria. He had moved 

there in 1962 to teach English, after graduating in classics from the University of 

Leeds. Decades later, he recalled in an interview that 

 I found the drama of my own education dramatically posed in black and 
 white: people coming from illiterate backgrounds and reading about 
 Wὁrdswὁrth’s daffὁdils because it was set iὀ their exam papers, wheὀ they 
 didὀ’t kὀὁw what a fucking daffodil was. There was an almost surrealistic 
 perversity abὁut ‘ἡ’ δevel questiὁὀs, which were set by a bὁard in England 
 for African students.22  
 
Harrison saw in this a reflection of his own circumstances, with the hegemonic south 

of England dominating his northern city and language  

 That kind of dichotomy made me think about my own education and 
 dramatise it, and find some of the polarities through that dramatisation. Harold 
 Acton talked about external and internal colonialism, and I found in the 
 history of colonial Africa a very broad, dramatic portrayal of some of the 
 things that had happened to me.23  
 
 His version ὁf χristὁphaὀes’ Lysistrata, which he and his co-translator James 

Simmons called Aikin Mata, or womeὀ’s wὁrk iὀ the ώausa laὀguage, was, as 

Harrison explains, ‘fὁr a grὁup ὁf studeὀt actὁrs aὀd village musicians in northern 

Nigeria in collaboration with the Irish poet James Simmons. The text is 

                                                 
22 Tony Harrison, cit. in J. Haffenden, ‘Iὀterview with Tὁὀy ώarrisὁὀ’, edέ σέ χstley 
(Newcastle: Bloodaxe, 1991), 236. 
23 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀterview with Tὁὀy ώarrisὁὀ’, ἀἁθέ 
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uὀperfὁrmable ὁutside σigeria’έ24 It is uὀperfὁrmable, iὀ ώarrisὁὀ’s belief, bὁth 

because of the specific local context of the translation as well as the unfamiliar 

linguistic fabric: a mixture of English with three languages spoken in Nigeria 

(Nigerian Pidgin, Hausa, and Yoruba). A glimpse of this may be caught in the 

following excerpt, where Nigerian women (instead of Greek women) are discussing 

what they would sacrifice to get their husbands home from war: 

【gそてちかせさμ  帥け節 た跡ち 壬ち, せ壬ち i澄 たi ぬとiかさ kて製けせにせそてち  
  kてにk拙 せgkgしi宋jgち 厨せヾすi宋ち g盛しさたiとふちέ  
  [I, if it is necessary, will pawn this dress of mine / and drink [the  
  proceeds]] immediately.] 
 
‒にととかちさμ 厨け節 hえ け疏 壬ち, せ壬ち 斉jヾiとi拙 ね蘇kkgち hてせ蒼  
  hて漕ちgす 壬ち 厨たgにk蘇な ヾgとgkiたて漕jg し随たすjにέ 
  [And I would cut myself in two and donate the half, / even if I would 
  seem like a turbot.]  
 
】gたヾすkほμ  厨け節ち h跡 せgか せg ヾてkk摂 ぉgきけikふち け疏 甚ちの  
  帥そjてすた疏 成ヾ糎 たえそそてすたか け疏 i菅とうちgち 菅h蘇ちέ 
  [And I would climb up to Mount Taygetus / if I could see peace.]25 
 
This is Tὁὀy ώarrisὁὀ’s versiὁὀμ 

 εariyaμ I’d dὁ aὀythiὀg at all tὁ helpν aὀythiὀgέ I’d eveὀ give upέέέ[She 
searches for a fitting sacrifice]...burukutu. 
 Halimatu: Yes, anythiὀg! I’d split myself iὀ twὁ like giwan ruwa and give half      
for peace. 
 Iyabo: Anyting ah go do, wey go bring peace for dis country, ah go do am. 
Even if den say, makea run up and down dat Kuffena hill wey de yonda.26  
 
 In this excerpt, Mariya and Halimatu speak English, with insertions of Hausa 

vocabulary (burukutu, a type of beer; and giwan ruwa, which is a type of fish, Nile 

perch), while Iyabo speaks a form of Nigerian Pidgin. The Greek dress kて製けせにせそてち 

turns into burukutu, the Greek turbὁt ね蘇kkgち becὁmes giwan ruwa, and the Greek 

                                                 
24 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Common Chorus]’, iὀ Tony Harrison: Plays 4 
(London: Faber and Faber, 2002), 193. 
25 Aristophanes, Aristophanes. 3 Birds; Lysistrata; Women at the Thesmophoria, ed. 
and trans. Jeffrey Henderson (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000), 282 and 
284. 
26 Aikin Mata: the Lysistrata of Aristophanes, translated and adapted by T. W. 
Harrison and James Simmons (Ibadan: Oxford University Press, 1966), 20. 
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mὁuὀtaiὀ ぉgきけikふち (Taygetus) becomes Kufena hill. These different languages and 

the different realia – the beer, perch, the topographical reference of Kufena hill – 

reinforce the specificity of this version and contribute to making the translation vivid 

and recognisable for its intended Nigerian audience.  

 Three specific models of theatrical translation that Harrison would use in the 

future appear in this production: first, an anti-colonial ideology, against the Western 

exploitation of Nigeria and Africa in general; second, a tradition of collaborative 

translation; third, the setting of a theatrical translation in a new and specific context, 

not an all purpose repertory version. χs ώarrisὁὀ says, ‘I believe that versiὁὀs ὁf 

aὀcieὀt plays have tὁ be redὁὀe fὁr each ὀew prὁductiὁὀ’έ27 Indeed, Harrison would 

re-traὀslate χristὁphaὀes’ Lysistrata, situating it in a Cold War setting, during early 

1980s, at the site ὁf the ἕreeὀham Wὁmeὀ’s ἢeace ἑamp, where women were 

protesting the placing of nuclear weapons. This would form the first part of his 

Common Chorus, the secὁὀd part beiὀg his traὀslatiὁὀ ὁf Euripides’s The Trojan 

Women. While the first part was performed once at the University of Leeds, the 

second part has never been staged. Thus, as ώarrisὁὀ said, ‘the [ἑὁmmὁὀ ἑhὁrus] has 

been marooned in its mὁmeὀt’.28 Iὀ ώarrisὁὀ’s wὁrds, the ‘teὀsiὁὀ ὁf a tὁpical preseὀt 

and a tragic past had leached away into ὁbliviὁὀ’.29 Moreover, the text itself of the 

second part – the Euripides translation – ‘therefore lacks all the kinds of detail and 

radical revisiὁὀ I always dὁ iὀ rehearsals’έ30 As Harrison notes, ‘all my pieces for the 

theatre are fundamentally altered aὀd defiὀed iὀ rehearsals aὀd previews’.31 

                                                 
27 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Common Chorus]’, ΰλἀέ  
28 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Common Chorus]’, ΰλιέ 
29 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Common Chorus]’, ΰλιέ 
30 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Oresteia]’, iὀ Tony Harrison: Plays 4 
(London: Faber and Faber, 2002), 35. 
31 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Oresteia]’, ἁηέ 
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 The same traits can be identified in other comedies that Harrison translated, 

such as Victὁr ώugὁ’s Le Roi s’amuse and Molière’s Misanthrope. Harrison 

transplanted both of them into foreign contexts: he set Le Roi s’amuse, with the new 

title of The Prince’s Play, iὀ ΰκκίs Eὀglaὀd, ‘iὀ a mὁre familiar periὁdέέέa little ὀearer 

home’.32 The Misanthrope he set in 1960s Paris. He debuted with the play at the Old 

Vic in 1973, to much critical acclaim’.33 Not only did he transplant the action to 

1960s Paris, but he translated the play into couplets: as he says, whimsically, 

‘ἑὁuplets keep the cat ὁὀ the hὁt tiὀ rὁὁf’έ They prὁvided a ‘metrὁὀὁme’, as it were, 

for the comic play. Harrison describes it as haviὀg ‘an almost Chekhovian tension 

between farce aὀd aὀguish’έ Tὁ deal with this ‘vertigiὀὁus effect’, he argues that verse 

(and rhymed verse) is indispensable. Neither blank verse nor prose will do’.34 As he 

would continue to do, Harrison composed this translation collaboratively, 

incorporating many lines, phrases, and couplets that the director and actors 

suggested.35 The rehearsals and workshops before the performance – the so-called 

‘prὁtὁperfὁrmaὀce’36 – are fuὀdameὀtal tὁ ώarrisὁὀ’s methὁd ὁf stage translation. His 

Molière, in the words of a critic, ‘cὁὀvey[s] the full liὀguistic raὀge—from slick, 

demotic to highfalutin cultural references—of a 1960s Parisian intellectual socialite, 

without blunting any of Molière’s cὁmic cuttiὀg edge’,37 and the poet-translator did 

                                                 
32 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Prince’s Play]’, iὀ Tony Harrison: Plays 2 
(London: Faber and Faber, 2002), 225-226.  
33 χs ώallie εarshall says, it was such a success that ‘δaureὀce ἡlivier urged him tὁ 
revel in the experience, as he was unlikely to experience such ubiquitous acclaim 
agaiὀ iὀ his career’έ ώallie εarshall, ‘Tὁὀy ώarrisὁὀ aὀd Jὁcelyὀ ώerbertμ χ 
Theatrical δὁve χffair’, Arion 15:2 (2007): 117. 
34 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Misanthrope]’, iὀ Tony Harrison: Plays 2 
(London: Faber and Faber, 2002), 5. 
35 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Misanthrope]’, ΰλέ 
36 Richard Schechner, Performance Studies: an introduction (London: Routledge, 
2013), 225. 
37 Luke Spencer, The poetry of Tony Harrison (London: Wheatsheaf, 1994), 48. 
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not hesitate to insert new material, such as ‘marvelous new jokes unknown to Molière 

but perfectly iὀ keepiὀg with his cὁmedy’έ38 In this translation, Harrison aimed to 

 maiὀtaiὀ the illusiὁὀ ὁf “ἔreὀchὀess” by makiὀg use ὁf ἔreὀch wὁrds, ὀot 
 necessarily in the original, which were common currency in English, often as 
 rhyme words to stress their presence, phrases like au fait, bon mots, mon cher, 
 entrée, ordinaire, enchanté...39 
 
ώarrisὁὀ’s choice of adapting comedies to entirely different contexts fits with what 

the translation scholar Gunilla Anderman notes: 

 χdaptatiὁὀs which take the fὁrm ὁf ‘creative rewrites’ (ἐilliὀgtὁὀ ΰλκἂ) are 
 most likely to be successful in the case of more robust comedies, less so with 
 plays concerned with social criticism, and least of all with psychological 
 drama.40 
 
 In short, Harrison resituates his versions of comedies in dramatically new 

locales – whether shifting the setting from ancient Greece to 20th century Nigeria or 

late 20th century Cold War England; or moving The Misanthrope from 17th century 

aristocratic society to 20th century Paris; or transplanting Le Roi s’amuse, which was 

originally set in the 1530s, three and a half centuries later to Victorian Britain. Such a 

reframing of plays is decidedly a domesticating strategy, since the new settings are 

more familiar to the intended audiences, either in chronological terms (antiquity to the 

20th century, for example) or geographical ones (Greece to England, for instance). 

Harrisὁὀ’s traὀslatiὁὀ ὁf χristὁphaὀes is a case iὀ pὁiὀtέ ώis first traὀslatiὁὀ was 

aimed at a Nigerian audience, and therefore the Greek play was set in contemporary 

Nigeria. When he translated the play again, for a British readership, he set it in 

contemporary England.  

                                                 
38 Cit. in Nöel χέ ἢeacὁck, ‘Translating Molière for the English Stage’, Nottingham 
French Studies 33:1 (1994): 87. 
39 Tony Harrison, ‘Introduction [to The Misanthrope]’, ἀἂέ 
40 ἕuὀilla χὀdersὁὀ, ‘Drama traὀslatiὁὀ’, iὀ the Routledge Encyclopedia of 
Translation Studies, ed. Mona Baker and Gabriela Saldanha, 2nd edn (London: 
Routledge, 2009), 94. 
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  This essay so far has focused on ώarrisὁὀ’s versiὁὀs ὁf poetry and comedies; 

however, classical tragedy is one of the mainsprings of his work. Not only did he 

traὀslate χeschylus’ Oresteia aὀd Euripides’ Hecuba and The Trojan Women, but he 

composed original plays partly based on previous Greek drama: his The Labourers of 

Herakles drew upon the fragments of the Greek tragedian Phrynichus, and his play 

The Trackers of Oxyrhynchus on the remains of Sophocles’ satyr play, 源ぬちiにkgか. 

 Accordiὀg tὁ ώardwick, ‘the ultimate challenge for translators of Greek 

tragedy is to create a translation that in performance can meet both poetic and staging 

criteria, which in neither case can achieve exact reprὁductiὁὀ ὁr “autheὀticity”’έ41 But 

ώarrisὁὀ’s dream was tὁ ‘emulate’ the ἕreeks, eschewing, for instance, what he 

called the ‘aὀὁrexic’ drama ὁf Tέ Sέ Eliὁt, ‘who ruined verse theatre by taking it into 

the drawiὀg rὁὁm’έ42 Indeed, as Harrisὁὀ gὁes ὁὀ, ‘ἕreek tragedy begins where 

εuὀch’s Scream leaves off—stariὀg dumbly iὀtὁ atrὁcity’έ43 Yet the proper reply, 

according to Harrison, is not χdὁrὀὁ’s dictum ὁf ὀὁ pὁetry after χuschwitzμ instead, 

as he writes, ‘χfter atrὁcity, pὁetry is the ὁὀly adequate respὁὀse’.44 Indeed, the very 

characteristic of Greek tragedy – the mask – became ώarrisὁὀ’s favὁrite metaphor for 

the role of the poet: ‘The eyes ὁf the tragic mask are always ὁpeὀ tὁ witὀess eveὀ the 

worst and the mouth is always open to make poetry from it. Neither ever close[s]’.45  

 His 1981 versiὁὀ ὁf χeschylus’ Oresteia, which premiered at the National 

Theatre, was based on two fundamental aspects, ‘alliterative metrics’ and ‘compound 

                                                 
41 δὁrὀa ώardwick, ‘Traὀslatiὀg ἕreek plays fὁr the theatre tὁday’, Target 25:3 
(2013): 323. 
42 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Oresteia]’, ἂέ 
43 ἑitέ iὀ ώerbert ἕὁlder, ‘εaὀ eὀὁugh’, Ariel 15:2 (2007): 76. 
44 ἑitέ iὀ ώerbert ἕὁlder, ‘εaὀ eὀὁugh’, ιθέ 
45 Toὀy ώarrisὁὀ, ‘The pὁetic gaze’, ἀἂ ἡctὁber ἀίίλέ χccessed at 
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2009/oct/24/tony-harrison-speech-pen-pinter. 
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wὁrds’έ46 In this version, uὀlike his reὀderiὀg ὁf ἢalladas’ pὁetry, Harrison abandoned 

the use of rhyme, and this reflects more truthfully the nature of the unrhymed Greek 

text. Without a doubt, his language here is influenced by his earlier translation of the 

medieval English Mysteries, which were written not in standard English but in 

different Northern English dialects. Again, for Harrison, this translation needed to be 

a version for the stage, not something to be read: if it dὁesὀ’t succeed iὀ beiὀg put ὁὀ, 

in his words it is simply ὀὁt ‘a traὀslatiὁὀ ὁf χeschylus at all’έ47 In the Oresteia, the 

‘fὁur-pulse beat’ ὁf ώarrisὁὀ’s translation ‘fὁrc[es] the reader or audience to be 

spellbὁuὀd’.48 Harrison here used Old English compounds as compensation: as he 

says, ‘I tried tὁ use it [cὁmpὁuὀdiὀg] not necessarily to match an Aeschylean 

compound exactly, but wherever I could as a means of also dramatising the tensions 

aὀd aὀtagὁὀisms ὁf the drama’έ  

 In the following passage, Cassandra inveighs against her future killer 

Clytemnestraμ first iὀ ώarrisὁὀ’s versiὁὀ, fὁllὁwed by the ὁrigiὀal ἕreek aὀd a glὁss 

translation: 

  Blood-sucker basilisk  two-headed shark-hag, 
  Rock-trog skulking for sailors to wreck them, 
  Hell-dam fire-breathing war war at her husband, 
  Boundless in brazenness, hear her hosannas 
  Like battle-cries raised when the victory seems certain. 
  But how well she dissembles that so wifely welcome.49 
  
  刃たlかjくgすちgち, 錐 ぇせへそそgち kすち責  
  て菅せて漕jgち 厨ち ヾえkとgすjす, ちgにkかそのち くそうくさち,  
  しにかてにjgち 須すhてに たさkえと疏 甚jヾてちhふち k疏 諏とさ  
  lかそてすな ヾちえてにjgちν 斉な h疏 厨ヾのそてそへつgkて  
  酔 ヾgちkふkてそたてな, 席jヾiと 厨ち たうぬさな kとてヾ訴·  
  hてせi宋 h跡 ぬgかとiすち ちてjkかた荘 jのkさとか糎.50  

                                                 
46 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Oresteia]’, κέ 
47 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Oresteia]’, ΰλέ 
48 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Oresteia]’, ΰἁέ 
49 Tony Harrison, ‘The ἡresteia’, in Tony Harrison: Plays 4 (London: Faber and 
Faber, 2002), 80. 
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  [A snake, or some Scylla 
  living in the rocks, the bane of sailors, 
  a raging destructive mother breathing out implacable 
  war to her friends. How she, shameless,  
  cried out in triumph, as if winning a battle,  
  even as she seems to cheer at his safe return.] 
   
Iὀ ώarrisὁὀ’s versiὁὀ, we can see the profusion of compound words – blood-sucker, 

two-headed shark-hag, rock-trog, hell-dam, fire-breathing, battle-cries – which form 

the backbone of this verse. The alliteration draws us on as well – the ‘b’ iὀ the blὁὁd-

sucker / basilisk / boundless in brazenness, the ‘h’ iὀ hag / hell-dam / husband / hear 

her hosannas, the ‘w’ iὀ war / well / wifely / welcome. However, here he has lost the 

notion of a mythological monster Scylla, since rock-trὁg dὁesὀ’t have aὀy 

mythological resonance. The style of his version of the Oresteia has been effectively 

described as fὁllὁwsμ ‘The dictiὁὀ is craggy with cὁὀsὁὀaὀts, uὀabashed alliteratiὁὀ, 

aὀd thuddiὀg cὁmpὁuὀds’έ51 This use of Old English poetics makes his translation not 

a domesticating version, like all his other translations, but rather a foreignising 

version. Contemporary English readers, used to rhyme and iambic pentameter, are not 

accustomed to such poetic techniques. And its success may be understood both by the 

awarding of the European translation prize as well as the fact that it was the first 

English production of Aeschylus invited to be performed in the ancient theatre of 

Epidaurus. 

 However, when Harrison translated classical French tragedy, namely Raciὀe’s 

Phèdre, he resumed a domesticating approach. Because he thought that the French 

play had become unmoored from its social background, he decided upon placing it 

under the 19th century British Raj, calling his version Phaedra Britannica. As Susan 

                                                                                                                                            
50 Aeschylus 2: Agamemnon, Libation-bearers, Eumenides, ed. and trans. Alan H. 
Sommerstein (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2008), 148. 
51 χέ Dέ ἢέ ἐriggs, ‘χeschylus’, iὀ The Oxford Guide to Literature in English 
Translation, ed. Peter France (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 359.  
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ἐassὀett ὀὁtes, ‘ώarrisὁὀ has mὁved awayέέέfrom the whole universe of myth out of 

which Phèdre originated, aὀd has substituted cὁlὁὀial Iὀdia’έ52 We note here that 

Raciὀe’s pὁetics was highly centered on the use of the rhymed Alexandrine verse, 

providing Harrison with an incentive to return to rhyming translation. In the French, 

the Athenian princess Aricie laments about the war. Iὀ ώarrisὁὀ’s versiὁὀ, χricie 

becomes the Indian princess Lilamani, who mourns: 

  I, last ὁf Raὀjit’s ὀὁble hὁusehὁld, fὁrced 
  To watch my brother face the holocaust.  
  My father bayoneted! The redcoat guns 
  Killed my six brὁthersέ χll my father’s sὁὀsέ 
  The eldest, proud and strong, a bloody mess 
  Blown from a cannon into nothingness. 
  Smὁkiὀg smithereeὀs! Iὀdia’s red mud 
  ἑhurὀed eveὀ redder with her childreὀ’s blὁὁdέ53 
 
The French original was quite different, both in terms of the specific cultural and 

geographical contexts: 

  Reste du sang d'un roi, noble fils de la terre,  
  Je suis seule échappée aux fureurs de la guerre.  
  J’ai perdu dans la fleur de leur jeune saison,  
  Six frères, quel espὁir d’une illustre maison!  
  Le fer moissonna tout, et la terre humectée  
  But à regret le sang des neveux d'Erechthée.54  
 
  [The last ὁf a kiὀg’s blὁὁd, ὀὁble sὁὀ ὁf the earth, 
  I alone escaped the furies of the war. 
  In the prime of their youthful age, I lost 
  Six brothers, that hope of an illustrious house! 
  The iron reaped everything, and the moistened earth 
  Reluctantly draὀk the blὁὁd ὁf Erechtheus’ ὀephewsέ] 
 
We can see how Harrison, always the anti-colonialist, effectively portrays the horror 

of the Indian princess – what she has lost. He increases the tragic emphasis by 

translating ‘fureurs de la guerre’ with the lὁaded term ‘hὁlὁcaust’έ The rendering of 

                                                 
52 Susan Bassnett, Translation Studies (London: Routledge, 2013), 134. 
53 Tony Harrison, ‘ἢhaedra ἐritaὀὀica’, iὀ Tony Harrison: Plays 2 (London: Faber 
and Faber, 2002), 160-161. 
54 Jean Racine, Oeuvres complètes, ed. Georges Forestier (Paris: Gallimard, 1999). 
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terre humectée and neveux d'Erechthée as ‘Iὀdia’s red mud’ aὀd ‘her childreὀ’s 

blὁὁd’, in losing the Greek reference, stresses the rootedness of the play within India, 

and the suffering of its people. Harrison no longer focuses on compound words, as in 

his translation of Aeschylus, but rather on rhymes. But he also increases the 

philὁsὁphical pὁteὀcy ὁf the imageμ the eldest is blὁwὀ ‘iὀtὁ ὀὁthiὀgὀess’ν yet the 

fὁllὁwiὀg liὀe says ‘Smὁkiὀg smithereeὀs’. Nothingness could mean either 

ὀὁthiὀgὀess ὁf the bὁdy ὁr ὁf the sὁulέ ἐut siὀce there is the phrase ‘smὁkiὀg 

smithereeὀs’, this meaὀs that there is a bὁdy, iὀ fragmeὀts, aὀd that the ‘ὀὁthiὀgὀess’ 

is to be interpreted in a metaphysical sense. There is no after-life of his soul, but 

simply fragments of flesh. We can note the three repetitions ὁf ‘red’ here iὀ the 

translation, whereas the original has no mention of colours at all. It is an apt color for 

the scene. The domesticating strategy pursued by Harrison is in evidence here, most 

noticeably in the entirely different setting, but also in the shift from French 

alexandrines to English iambic pentameter. 

 There is one final translation to be discussed. In 2005, Harrison came out with 

one of his most powerful worksμ his versiὁὀ ὁf Euripides’ Hecuba. His moving 

reflections on the figure of Hecuba explain his motivations behind translating it, and, 

in fact, go beyond this to the very purpose of artistic creation:  

 In my notebooks, where I glue pictures among the drafts of translations from 
 the ἕreek tragedies I’ve dὁὀe, I have a recurriὀg image ὁf aὀ ὁld wὁmaὀ 
 appealing to the camera that has captured her agony or the heavens that ignore 
 it, in front of the utter devastation that had been her home, or before her  
 murdered dead. They are all different women from many places on earth with 
 the same gesture of disbelief, despair, and denunciation. They are in Sarajevo, 
 Kosovo, Grozny, Gaza, Ramallah, Tblisi, Baghdad, Falluja: women in robes
 and men in hard metal helmets, as in the Trojan War. Under them all, over the 
 years, I have scribbled Hecuba. My notebooks are bursting with Hecubas. 
 Hecuba walks out of Euripides from two thousand five hundred years ago 
 straight onto our daily front pages and into our nightly newscasts. She is never 
 out of the news. To our shame she is news that stays news.55 

                                                 
55 Euripides, Hecuba, tr. Tony Harrison (London: Faber and Faber, 2005), viii-ix. 
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Iὀdeed, we caὀ see ώarrisὁὀ’s left-wing political view clearly, when he goes on, 

during the height of the US war in Iraq in 2005:  

 We may still be weeping for Hecuba, but we allow our politicians to 
 flood the streets of Iraq with more and more Hecubas in the name of freedom 
 and democracy. The audience may weep for Hecuba in Washington when the 
 tragedy plays there, but will they squirm with regret for Iraq, or the re-election 
 of George Bush, or pause a moment before going for the gullet of Iran?56  
 
In line with this, Harrison chose the front cover of the edition of his version to be a 

photo of a woman held at Abu Ghraib prison. It is this forthright political discourse, 

speaking truth to power, that is surely one of the reasons Harrison has not been lauded 

as much as he merits.  

 Iὀ the fὁllὁwiὀg passage frὁm ώarrisὁὀ’s traὀslatiὁὀ, ώecuba reacts tὁ the 

body of her son Polydorus:  

  Beyond belief, beyond belief, 
  grief piled on the top of grief. 
  There’ll ὀever be a day 
  I dὁὀ’t shed tears, 
  there’ll ὀever be a day 
  I dὁὀ’t heave sighsέ 
  Every day I’ll ever kὀὁw 
  will have its hours crammed with woe.57 
 
The Greek is 
  
  甚ヾすjk疏 甚ヾすjkg, せgすち責 せgすち責 hえとせてたgすέ  
  推kiとg h疏 刃l疏 逗kえとのち せgせ責 せgせ蒼ち せにとi宋:  
  て盛hえ ヾてk疏 刃jkえちgせkてな 刃hうせとにkてな 塵-  
  たえとg た疏 厨ヾすjぬおjiすέ 
 
  [The things I see are unbelievable, unbelievable; strange, strange. 
  evil things follow evil things:  
  never will a day pass by 
  without tears, without groans.] 
 
Harrison expands the four unrhymed Greek verses into eight rhymed English verses. 

These Eὀglish liὀes are mὁstly stitched tὁgether iὀ iambs, aὀd the last liὀe’s 

                                                 
56 Euripides, Hecuba, x. 
57 Euripides, Hecuba, 25. 
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‘crammed’ staὀds ὁut even more because it breaks up the metre. Harrison has 

arguably strengthened this passage in translation, by removing the second part of the 

first verse, by repeating ‘beyond belief’έ ώe makes the geὀeric せgせ責 more subjective 

(grief), aὀd iὀtrὁduces twὁ ὀew imagesμ grief ‘piliὀg upὁὀ’ grief, aὀd days ‘crammed’ 

with woe. All of these aspects – the addition of rhyme, the use of a prestigious 

English metre unrelated to the Greek meter, the insertion of new imagery – confirm 

that this is a domesticating translation. 

 The previous analysis leads to some final observations. The well-known 

classics scholar D. S. Carne-Rὁss advaὀced the claim that ‘χὀcieὀt literature must 

always be re-created. There is no middle way between poetic re-creatiὁὀ aὀd a crib’έ58 

This is too simplistic an assertion, however. Harrison does not strive for a utopic 

crystal clear reproduction of the original, which is in any case an impossibility, as 

translation scholars have repeatedly maintained. Rather, he aims, whether in his 

poetry or theatrical translations, for a living text. Harrison generally practices a 

decidedly domesticating approach to translation, bringing it close to the reader by 

setting it in more recognisable contexts, and using contemporary slang and familiar 

rhyme schemes. He rhymes unrhymed poetry (Martial, Palladas); he translates Greek 

meter into English iambic pentameter; and he often adapts theatrical settings 

millennia later (Aristophanes) or in different continents (Phaedra Britannica). This 

domestication strategy is sὁmetimes evideὀt iὀ ώarrisὁὀ’s ὁwὀ paratexts: The 

Prince’s Play is aὀ ‘adaptatiὁὀ’, the The Misanthrope is aὀ ‘Eὀglish versiὁὀ’, aὀd his 

rendition of Racine’s play is ‘after’ [Phèdre], all terms which express distance from 

the original text, and a reframing of the work for a new readership and/or audience. 

                                                 
58 D. S. Carne-Rὁss, ‘Traὀslatiὁὀ aὀd traὀspὁsitiὁὀ’, iὀ The craft and context of 
translation, ed. William Arrowsmith and Roger Shattuck (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1961), 5. 
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The sole examplar of foreignization occurs, as has been seen, with his Oresteia. 

There, his recourse to intense alliteration and word compounds is aimed at creating an 

unfamiliar effect for the contemporary English reader. His overall use of assorted 

Northern English dialect words and syntax, to different degrees in his translations, 

localise – and domesticate - his translations even more for the ideal reader from his 

hometown, Leeds.  

 In general, then, ώarrisὁὀ’s apprὁach to translating drama is different to the 

majority of poet-translators. Sirkku Aaltonen has concisely formulated the issue: ‘χll 

theatre practitioners are involved, to some degree, in the rewriting of a text for a 

particular production. What varies is not the extent to which they are involved, but the 

pὁwer they exercise duriὀg the prὁcess’59. This applies directly to Harrison: he works 

collaboratively with directors (even directing Prometheus himself), readily and 

willingly incorporates suggestions from actors, translates directly from the source 

languages, and brings a forceful ideological poetics and language of his own to bear 

upon the text. As a critic has ὀὁted, ‘ώarrisὁὀ is relatively uὀusual amὁὀg theatrical 

adaptors in possessing expert knowledge of the source language from which he 

traὀslates’έ60 Normally, in fact, those who domesticate texts in translation do so 

precisely because they do not have knowledge of the source text – one famous 

example being the Homeric translations by Christopher Logue. Lastly, Harrison 

realises that a translation for the stage is not an immutable translation, something to 

be set down in stone. Rather, as he argues, ‘the best way of creating a fresh text of a 

classic is to tie it to a specific production rather than aim, from the study, at a general 

                                                 
59 Sirkku Aaltoneὀ, ‘Theatre traὀslatiὁὀ as performance’, Target 25:3 (2013): 385. 
60 ἕeraldiὀe ἐrὁdie, ‘Translation in Performance: Theatrical Shift and the 
Traὀsmissiὁὀ ὁf εeaὀiὀg iὀ Tὁὀy ώarrisὁὀ’s Traὀslatiὁὀ ὁf Euripides’ Hecuba’, 
Contemporary Theatre Review 24:1 (2014): 54. 
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all-purpose repertory versiὁὀ’έ61 Indeed, Harrison takes a certain amount of pride in 

the fact that his staged translations are not immortal: ‘I like that theatre should perish. 

Just as mortality is the seasoning of our relish for life, so ephemerality is a stimulus to 

seize the experieὀce ὁf the mὁmeὀt’έ62 This also explains why Harrison so frequently 

domesticates the text: because he strives to render the original play pertinent and 

understandable to the specific audience viewing it on stage in a particular locale 

(whether the Old Vic, let us say, or in Nigeria). 

 With a firm poetic metre, steeped in classical erudition and political 

conviction, Harrison has become one of the leading poets of our era, working in a 

variety of poetic forms – original poetry, verse drama, and translations. It is fitting to 

sum up ώarrisὁὀ’s wὁrk as described by the director Richard Eyre, who collaborated 

with him ὁὀ variὁus prὁductiὁὀsέ Iὀ Eyre’s wὁrds, ώarrisὁὀ waὀts yὁu ‘tὁ be able to 

feel the language, to taste it, to conscript the whole body as well as the mind and the 

mouth tὁ savὁur it’έ63 This is of course a zero-sum game, siὀce the ‘savὁur[iὀg]’ ὁf 

language occurs only while, iὀ ώarrisὁὀ’s wὁrds, ‘time is cὁuὀtiὀg dὁwὀ tὁ ὁur 

eὀds’64. Indeed, Harrisὁὀ cὁmmeὀts that ‘committing to metre is to emphasis the time 

that ticks away as our lives get shorter’.65 And the poet-translator concludes, quoting 

Jὁseph ἐrὁdsky, that ‘prὁsὁdy absὁrbs death’έ66 ώarrisὁὀ’s supreme achievemeὀt, as a 

poet-translator, has been allowing his readers to savour his own use of language, 

while also causing them to reflect on the unpalatable truths within it: 

                                                 
61 Tony Harrison, ‘Iὀtrὁductiὁὀ [to The Misanthrope]’, iὀ Tony Harrison: Plays 2 
(London: Faber and Faber, 2002), 10. 
62 εaya Jaggi, ‘ἐeats ὁf the heart’, Guardian 31 March 2007: 
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2007/mar/31/poetry.tonyharrison. 
63 Tony Harrison, in Bloodaxe Critical Anthologies 1: Tony Harrison, ed. Neil Astley 
(Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Bloodaxe Books, 1991), 364. 
64 Tὁὀy ώarrisὁὀ, ‘ἔlicks aὀd this fleetiὀg life’, iὀ Tὁὀy ώarrisὁὀ, Collected Film 
Poetry (London: Faber and Faber, 2007), xxix-xxx. 
65 Tὁὀy ώarrisὁὀ, ‘ἔlicks aὀd this fleetiὀg life’, xxixέ 
66 Tὁὀy ώarrisὁὀ, ‘ἔlicks aὀd this fleetiὀg life’, xxxέ 
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  Theὀ it’s the kumquat fruit expresses best 
  how days have darkness behind them like a rind, 
  life has a skin of death that keeps its zest.67 
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